Carol welcomes you to join
her in exploring your muse
(and writing some songs!)
in a fun, creative,
supportive writing

Carol has over four decades of
songwriting experience, several
songwriting awards and hundreds
of songs to her credit, plus three
CD’s of original songs published
with her partner, David Joyce, as
performing duo “Teal & Joyce”.
She facilitates songwriting
workshops at folk festivals,
community organizations and in
northern indigenous communities.

http://www.tealandjoyce.ca
www.facebook.com/TealandJoyce

Topics in the course will
include:
Kick starting the Muse
Wake up your Senses with
Object Writing
Stilling the Critic
Lyric Writing – Song forms/
Rhyme forms
Melody writing
Melody support for lyrics
Melody and Song Style
Unleashing and Sustaining
Creativity
Co-writing
Performance Tips
Writing to a topic
Arranging &
Accompaniment

carol.tealart@gmail.com
(905) 960-9073

Songwritingthe Muse,
Music &
Magic
with
Carol Teal
Come write with us to
meet yourself on the
page in new and
unexpected ways, to be
affirmed and heard, to
grow your songwriting
skills, to encourage your
writing self and engage
with a supportive
community

Songwriting- the Muse, Music & Magic
•
•
•
•

Do you have something you’d like to express in a song?
Would you like to start writing your own songs in a supportive environment?
Are you an experienced songwriter interested in being challenged to try new song forms and methods?
Would you benefit from a weekly group that expects you to finish some of those unfinished songs?

Dates: Tues evenings
7:00 – 9:30 pm
Sept. 18 – Oct. 23, 2018
Cost: $225
Maximum: 8 participants
Refreshments provided
Location: 295 Avenue Road,
Newmarket , Ontario
For more info or to register:
contact Carol at
(905) 960-9073 or email:
carol.tealart@gmail.com

Any level of experience is welcome
at this 6-week course on
songwriting led by Carol Teal.
The ability to play an instrument is
helpful but not necessary.
We will meet as a group weekly,
write together to prompts and
explore new methods for
developing lyrics and melody.
There will be weekly songwriting
assignments, sharing our works-inprogress in class plus an
individually scheduled song
coaching session for each
participant.
The course will conclude with a
class performance night at a local
venue (to be scheduled).

You can expect to write,
share, sing, read, listen, eat,
laugh and perhaps be
moved to tears occasionally
by your fellow writers or
yourself.
Your songwriting will
benefit from your
commitment to show up at
the page, from the
encouragement of other
writers and the guidance
and support of an
experienced facilitator.
And it’s loads of fun!!

